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a parallel universe that holds the 
world's biggest secret about 
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The Double Slit Experiment.

BigReia.com

You'll know all of this by the time we are done:

The Double Slit Experiment - Wave Particle Duality - RAS
Quantum Entanglement - Faster than the Speed of Light 
(FML) possibilities - The Time Octopus - Neutrinos and 
parallel universe with inverse time - The BIG Secret - The 
Great Experiment - Observation versus Consciousness - 
Amplitude/Wavelength - Hertz calculations - Vibration and 
Resonance - Ice Cube and other dimensions - Cataloging  
Neurofeedback and Neuroplasticity - Zeno Effect and 
freezing time - Higgs Boson Filed - Time dilation - Terman 
Study - Particle versus Interference Pattern - Delayed Choice 
Experiment - Quantum Eraser - Neuro brain wave 
classification - Marshmallow Experiment -  neurotransmitters 
- theory of relativity - Measure frequency from wavelengths - 
The color that doesn't exist - "Like attracts like" - Frequency 
of Thought - LOA in depth - The MBS Spectrum Explained...

And more plus how it use it all ALL to benefit and grow your 
real estate bidness...



The Double Slit Experiment.

Years ago I learned about this and it changed my life
- It got me excited about physics and put me on a path
- I'm not an expert and I'm still learning so PLEASE advise
- There is much to learn here but the "Universe" is a core 
item  

BigReia.com
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You expect PARTICLE Patterns

The Double Slit Experiment.
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Flashlight against a screen, source of light wave:
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Interference Pattern?

The Double Slit Experiment.
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So we know:
Particle versus Wave
Interference Patterns
Constructive/Destructive Int.
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Let's shoot ELECTRONS
Atoms, protons, photons, etc.
Whether one or many
Need a camera?
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Let's shoot ELECTRONS
Atoms, protons, photons, etc.
Whether one or many
Need a camera?
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With one slit open
we get the
expected 
PARTICLE pattern.

The Double Slit Experiment.



What SHOULD we get?
If we shoot just ONE at a time?
Since no interference...?
Should get PARTICLE?
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When we shoot ONE 
at a time we get...



When we shoot ONE at 
a time we get...
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The Double Slit Experiment.

As if it goes through BOTH 
slits and interferees with itself?
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As if it goes through BOTH 
slits and interferees with itself?
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The Double Slit Experiment.

Also notice each
electron somehow

knows where to land.



The BIG Question:
Which slit does it go through?
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The Double Slit Experiment.
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Remember when I said there 
are THREE parts to this that 
are "Life Changing Bonkers 

Brilliant?"

First was what happens when 
you open that second slit.

This is the next one: what 
happens when we LOOK to 

see which slit it goes through...



The BIG Question:
Which slit does it go through?
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The Double Slit Experiment.



They set up a detector to SEE.
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The Double Slit Experiment.

This is called the 
"Which Way Info"



What happened?
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The Double Slit Experiment.

About 50% of 
the time the 

electron used the 
monitored slit.



What happened?
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The Double Slit Experiment.

So we got...



What happened?
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The Double Slit Experiment.

WTF!



What happened?
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The Double Slit Experiment.

Maybe we disturbed it
so let's leave it there

but unplug it.



What happened?
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The Double Slit Experiment.

When unplugged
(we don't LOOK)...
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The Double Slit Experiment.

LOOK



What happened?
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The Double Slit Experiment.

DON'T
LOOK
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The Double Slit Experiment.

So what does this
all mean?
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The Double Slit Experiment.
So the your FOCUS alone has a provable impact 
on reality? So if Consciousness Determines 
Reality...

Then it stands to reason that the same 
consciousness can CREATE reality?

Thinking about something alone makes it so?

This has led to many wide interpretation of the 
"Law of Attraction" (LOA), does this prove it?

Everything is made of atoms and atoms know 
when they are being watched and react to 
conscious thought...

Do your thoughts ALONE creat the You-nivese?
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The Double Slit Experiment.

Many Physicist Roll Their Eyes at some LOA

The interpretation of "manifesting" has issues

Movies like The Secret or purists also have gaps

We will ONLY focus on the science and proven data
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The Double Slit Experiment.
How can this 
be explained?

No official explanation but lots of ideas...
This is the "Wave Particle Duality"
Thomas Young 1801: Theory of Light & Colors
The Copenhagen Experiment: Probability
Schrodinger's Cat: superposition dead/alive
Biocentrism (Lanza) consciousness creates it
Many Worlds Interpretation - Multiverse - Everett 
Princeton professor reality has versions
Logical Positivism/Empiricism - Vienna Circle: 
truth/usefulness must have verification.

Either way the reality IS dependent:
Observation versus Consciousness 
"The Measurement Problem"
Another breakthrough...
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The Double Slit Experiment.

MBS Lessons so Far:

- Your focus actually determines what you see 

- The LC versus the Badass is all probability of outcomes

- "Thought Control" is the start of controlling all outcomes 
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The Double Slit Experiment.

So what about this breakthrough?

How do we know that by measuring we aren't 
affecting the electron?

Can we test what happens if we look AFTER the 
particle or wave has been established?
 
Scully and Yoon-Ho Kim created the "Delayed 
Choice Quantum Eraser" experiment
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The Double Slit Experiment.
There are THREE parts to this 

that are "Life Changing 
Bonkers Brilliant?"

First was what happens when 
you open that second slit.

Second what happens when 
we LOOK to see which slit it 

goes through...

Third is the delayed choice...



Delayed Choice 
Quantum Eraser
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That Settles 
Everything With 

"A" Right?

Now we just do 
the same thing 

with "B".
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Delayed Choice 
Quantum Eraser
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So WTF Does This
All Mean?

BigReia.com

Observance or Consciousness Changes Time?
It isn't just the result but that it goes back in time to chagne 
the cause...
 
- Once the which-way info is known the particle will go back 
in time and make sure it was acting like a particle
- This has totally changed our perception of time/space 
- This isn't the only example of consciousness impacting 
reality and time, here are some other physics and science 
that will give us a better picture of how it all works together
 



So WTF Does This
All Mean?
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Does Observance REALLY work like that?
Well, this was JUST a tiny intro...
 
- A watched pot never boils... (my car accident)
- An electron jumps from high energy to low energy and 
releases light: spontaneous emission BUT...
- If we look at it then it doesn't move, the Quantum Zeno 
Effect and the Anti-Zeno effect, where observance speeds
- Cornell 2014 "rapid, repetitive measurements can freeze a 
system in place."  Constant versus Repetitive
- Dr. Who Weeping Angels: "Don't blink, don't even blink, 
blink and you're dead they are fast, faster than you can 
believe so don't turn your back, don't look away not even for 
a second"
- You can slow/speed up things just by looking at them
- Challenge: focus on the good/great and create more of it
 



Time Dilation
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We don't experience time the same...?
 
- 1971 commercial flight with atomic clock gains time

- Muons half life short but travel near light speed so it works

- Michel Siffre and another type of time dilation PERSPECTIVE

- Time Collapse: You ive two days but only experience ONE...

- TOR: gravity effects time, also light can create gravity so...

- Everything is energy and your "lived" time can change

- To the Muons it is the earth hurling towards THEM

- To somebody watching you it would be like the Matrix

- You can "travel time" by creating record growth milestones

- A "Connected" person would be like a time traveler 



How would a fish know 
what water is?

BigReia.com

Higgs (Boson) Field and Particle: 
 
- We know about "dark matter" or this "stuff" all around us...
- We just don't know what it is, like a fish that knows there is 
something there but doesn't know it is water
- There is MUCH more of this "stuff" than not; everywhere
- In the 50s the Higgs Boson Field was theorized officially
- In 2012 the "God Particle" was confirmed and we know
- This is to us what water is to the ocean/fish
- We are all in the current and sending/receiving energy



How would a fish know 
what water is?
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Einstein on Wave-Particle Duality:
"It seems as though we must use sometimes the one theory and 
sometimes the other, while at times we may use either. We are 
faced with a new kind of difficulty. We have two contradictory 
pictures of reality; separately neither of them fully explains the 
phenomena of light, but together they do."

"Energy is everything."   ("Everything is energy and that’s all 
there is to it. Match the frequency of the reality you want and 
you cannot help but get that reality. It can be no other way. 
This is not philosophy. This is physics.")

"Everything in life is vibration."



How would a fish know 
what water is?
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Tesla on Frequency:

“If you wish to understand the Universe think of energy, 
frequency and vibration."

“My brain is only a receiver, in the Universe there is a core from 
which we obtain knowledge, strength and inspiration. I have not 
penetrated into the secrets of this core, but I know that it 
exists.”

"Alpha waves in the human brain are between 6 and 8 hertz. The 
wave frequency of the human cavity resonates between 6 and 8 
hertz. All biological systems operate in the same frequency 
range. The human brain's alpha waves function in this range and 
the electrical resonance of the earth is between 6 and 8 hertz. 
Thus, our entire biological system - the brain and the earth itself 
- work on the same frequencies. If we can control that resonate 
system electronically, we can directly control the entire mental 
system of humankind."



How would a fish know 
what water is?
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Hero of Alexandria:

"Only converse with those who raise your thoughts, only do 
things that raise your output as your brain is always acting as 
both sender and receiver so no matter the cost vibrate at the 
highest frequency possible."

 



Throughout history great 
minds have studied this and 
agree on three main things:
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1.)  We are all in "water", like islands all connected and 
floating on a common current.

2.)  Your thoughts and brain activity give your body/being a 
kind of ripple (frequency/vibration/etc.) that is sent out 
through the water to other things.

3.)  Based on that "ripple" that you broadcast, you will get, 
create and/or "magnetically" attract things that are aligned 
with your wave/ripple.



So what does the 
SCIENCE say?
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The more we learn, the more that these ideas 
are confirmed and proven...

- Nothing is standing still everything is vibration, 
sending/receiving signals through the "water", like tuning 
forks that pick up vibration and attract
- The RAS is your brain's bouncer, tells you what to find
- Every thought has a frequency/vibration, the more you 
focus and think about something the easier it is and the more 
other similar frequency thoughts will join - first internally 
than external
- Your thoughts send a "quake" that tremors to every cell in 
your body, and your body is always listening
- With technology today we can see this frequency in action



What is Your Frequency 
and How Can You 

Change it?
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A lot study has gone into this.

- Measuring the brain's activity and how it affects the body 
was mocked in the 1930s and 50s, now it is much more used
- In medicine/healthcare this is a common pattern: mocking, 
denying and eventually accepting as science "norm"
- Now neurologists, neurosurgeons, psychologists and many 
others use "brain scans" or EEG to check under the hood and 
diagnose problems decades early and treat in real time
- Today, tech has brought costs WAY down and processes 
like neurofeedback and others allow you to see your 
frequency and brain activity for yourself in real time
- I still try to take into account "criticisms" of our approach 
while focusing on objective facts and results  



Brain Waves and
What they Mean.
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Brain Wave (EEG) Research is Now Used to Help With:

Studying brain activity helps in diagnosis and treatment 
of everything from epilepsy, depression, Alzheimer's, 
Parkinson's, anxiety, cognitive delays, learning 
disabilities, autism, PTSD, headaches/migraines, ADHD, 
physical brain damage recovery, sleep disorders, seizures, 
strokes, paralysis, addiction, schizophrenia, psychosis, 
OCD, bipolar disorder and much more...



Brain Waves and
What they Mean.
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Neurofeedback - The Basics of Waves:

Bottom

Peak

Amplitude

Wavelength



Brain Waves and
What they Mean.
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Five Main Brain Waves:

Delta (1-5Hz)

Theta (5-10Hz)

Alpha (10-20 Hz)

Beta (20 -30 Hz)

Gamma (38-50 Hz)



Brain Waves and
What they Mean.
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Negative
(Delta/Theta)

Neutral
(Alpha/Beta)

Positive
(Gamma)



Brain Waves and
What they Mean.
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Negative
(Delta/Theta)

Neutral
(Alpha/Beta)

Positive
(Gamma)

Fear
Anger

Limited
Blame

Resentment

Thinking/Reason
Momentum
"Happiness"
Acceptance

Settling

Gratitude
Optimism

Opportunity
Courage

Unstoppable



Brain Waves and
What they Mean.
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Contraction

Expansion

Fear
Anger

Limited
Blame

Resentment

Gratitude
Optimism

Opportunity
Courage

Unstoppable

Thinking/Reason
Momentum
"Happiness"
Acceptance

Settling



Brain Waves and
What they Mean.
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Joy
Hope
Passion
Knowledge
Enthusiasm
Appreciation
Expecting/Creating
Great Outcomes Always

Frustration
Disappointment
Weariness/Worry
Always Overwhelmed
Expecting/Creating Worst Outcomes

Fear
Anger

Limited
Blame

Resentment

Gratitude
Optimism

Opportunity
Courage

Unstoppable

Thinking/Reason
Momentum
"Happiness"
Acceptance

Settling



Brain Waves and
What they Mean.
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Formula for LC:
Focus on yourself
Focus on the short term
Focus on the lack of possibility/potential

Fear
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Limited
Blame

Resentment

Gratitude
Optimism

Opportunity
Courage

Unstoppable

Thinking/Reason
Momentum
"Happiness"
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Settling



Brain Waves and
What they Mean.
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Formula for LC:
Focus on yourself
Focus on the short term
Focus on the lack of possibility/potential

Formula for Badass:
Focus on others
Focus on the long term
Focus on the endless 
possibility/potential

Fear
Anger

Limited
Blame

Resentment

Gratitude
Optimism

Opportunity
Courage

Unstoppable

Thinking/Reason
Momentum
"Happiness"
Acceptance

Settling
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Ultra High Achievers (UHA) Look at TIME Differently
- The LC will think this week, today or the next 5 minutes
- You will almost always make the worse decisions of your life 
on impulse, the quickest way to to adjust is with TIME
- To release serotonin, dopamine and take control of your 
mental pharmacy you just need to control the frequency
- Controlling and CHOOSING addictions can be done in seconds
- Here is an exercise that has cured heroin addiction and more 

The Time Octopus
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The Time Octopus

Pleasure

Pain

Healthy Stuff: Initial pain, reward later
Unhealthy Stuff: Initial Pleasure, pain later
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The Time Octopus
Inverted

Pleasure

Pain

Healthy Stuff: Initial pleasure, reward later
Unhealthy Stuff: Initial pain, pain later

No Discipline Rule



Choose Your Addiction
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Difficulty
(Perceived) Dopamine

(Gamify/Addiction)

Easy Breezy Your Progress



Neuroplasticity: Your Brain is 
Always Under Construction.
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Neuroplasticity is ALWAYS Happening
- Just like the internet your thoughts (interactions)  are training 
your brain on how to build and model itself

- Your brain is like a city and YOU decide what roads, buildings 
and locations to build based on your thoughts and focus

- All the potential and possibility you have collapses to "reality" 
once you FOCUS on a single thought or idea

- There is no way to avoid participating, surrendering or giving 
control is a choice in itself, default for the LC

-  Nothing says more about than what you think about the most



How to Raise Your Thinking 
and Make it Contagious.
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How to Raise Your Thinking 
and Make it Contagious.
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Why I do this:
Why would a Soccer Mom get into real estate?

My uncle's struggle with addiction put him in jail, ruined his marriage and 
nearly took his life, it was helping people through real estate that put him 
on the road to recovery.

Today we help newly released inmates and addiction recovery patients turn 
their lives around with real estate investing and business building, I'm doing 
this because I don't want any family to go through what we did.

I want to create a world where we can eliminate the recidivism (and 
addiction) rate of prisoners by teaching them entrepreneur skills and social 
mobility.  

My Mission: I'm in real estate because I don't want any family to go through 
what mine did and I know how much of a difference real estate investing 
skills can make to a family creatign generational wealth.



How to Raise Your Thinking 
and Make it Contagious.
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High Frequency Drills:
- If you could go back 1, 3, 5, 10, 20 years what daily habit 
would you change/add and why?  What would be different?
- When were the best version of yourself?  How would that 
version be living your life right now?  Specific differences.
- If your child wrote your eulogy, what would it say?  How 
would it start/end?  Who else would speak and they'd say...?
- If you could solve any one problem in the world... for who?
- What do you feel "entanglement" towards?  Towards what or 
who and which are your Constants/Variables?  How you know?
- If you were a Superhero, who would you help and why?
- What is your "lark", WJ "responsibility", 10M, etc.?  What 
thought gets you/your blood stirred and up like a bullet?



How to Raise Your Thinking 
and Make it Contagious.
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Five Main Brain Waves:

The frequency will go throughout your body as your body is 
always listening.

You are a magnet to "good" or "bad" things based on your 
frequency, like attracts like.

The RAS determines what in your world you should pay 
attention to and it takes/creates from the world.

Water - You are like a wireless wave, a radio station or a 
website - both sending and receiving based on the "address". 

Your life is a perfect sculpture of your thoughts - you want to 
be HIGH - this is the highest place.



Adjusting Your Frequency of 
Thought Does Three 

Important Things...
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1.) You raise your OWN level of though and frequency of thought

2.) You raise the level and tone of thought for others around you

3.) You help those people raise thought frequency for others



Ultra High Achievers Through 
History Understand This.
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"Make no little plans; they have no magic to stir men's blood and 
probably themselves will not be realized. Make big plans; aim high in 
hope and work, remembering that a noble, logical diagram once 
recorded will never die, but long after we are gone be a living thing...

... asserting itself with ever-growing insistency. Remember that our 
sons and our grandsons are going to do things that would stagger us. 
Let your watchword be order and your beacon beauty."

- Daniel Burnham (pioneer of cities and skyscrapers)



With Practice This Will 
Become Easier...
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This is why you should speak in Hooks/Mission

- Silicon Valley billionaire stealing all talent... how?  Dead 
Space, Musk Mars, Kennedy Moon, PC on every desk...

- Special Needs business owners, detectives, museum, catching 
sunlight, life span, homeless into math tutors, felony CEOs, 1M 
inner city business owners under 21, no animal harmed, etc.

- Traffic in HFT, traffic in ideas that stir men's blood, the more 
you do this the easier and more addictive it becomes



With Practice This Will 
Become Easier...
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"Today, a young man on acid realized that all matter is merely energy 
condensed to a slow vibration, that we are all one consciousness 
experiencing itself subjectively. There is no such thing as death, life 
is only a dream, and we're the imagination of ourselves. 

Here's Tom with the weather."

- Bill Hicks



Five Scientific Truths to 
Take Away From Today...
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1.) Double Slit X: Your focus collapses possibility into (and determines) reality, actual 
observance/consciousness affects reality.  Your focus IS reality.

2.) Delayed Choice and Quantum Eraser:  That same observance/consciousness can 
change time and space and create a minor time travel experience. 

3.) Quantum Zeno: We can slow/speed time up with our focus, our perception ot time IS 
our experience of it and with our focus and progress we can expand/vanish time.

4.) Higgs Boson: There is a field around us always that "water" records our ripples.

5.) Neuro Science: Your brain waves determine your body's frequency and your "ripple" 
through the field and what you repel/attract, you are an energy field within an energy 
field the only question is how big/strong this field is.



Here's What to do Next...
And From Now On:

BigReia.com

1.) Control Zombie State: You can do anything in the morning (Ali) before getting up (Porco) so put 
BADASS stuff and you'll do it automatically like brushing.

2.) Trigger the Gamma: Only traffic inHFT and activate it as SOON as you can from waking up, let 
that drive you, Collect WINs and build momentum.  "One Million Pieces" to get momentum and 
build it.

3.) Imagine the BEST Outcomes: from even the most insignificant interaction FOCUS on collapsing 
the wave on your IDEAL OUTCOME, send that ripple.  The more attention you pay to it, the easier it 
becomes to think about it the more other like frequencies are attracted to it and the more you'll see 
that "evidence" in the world - it will FIND you.

4.) Create Time Dilation: set RECORDS go through the WIN Cycle and OPEN time NOW.  WIN sheet 
and Progress Paper with DAILY records, Spirit Animals, Gamify Wins, etc.

5.) Exercise: Don't sit after eating, try vegan MOVE - make your body look like you're grateful for it.

6.) Volunteer: speak in HOOKs and work with people helping them, Fanbase Formula, 77s, etc. The 
Great Experiment - GXM. 

7.) RAD: constantly practice with your DIALOG and internal, double a company once a month.



Got all this, right?
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You'll know all of this by the time we are done:

The Double Slit Experiment - Wave Particle Duality - RAS
Quantum Entanglement - Faster than the Speed of Light 
(FML) possibilities - The Time Octopus - Neutrinos and 
parallel universe with inverse time - The BIG Secret - The 
Great Experiment - Observation versus Consciousness - 
Amplitude/Wavelength - Hertz calculations - Vibration and 
Resonance - Ice Cube and other dimensions - Cataloging  
Neurofeedback and Neuroplasticity - Zeno Effect and 
freezing time - Higgs Boson Filed - Time dilation - Terman 
Study - Particle versus Interference Pattern - Delayed Choice 
Experiment - Quantum Eraser - Neuro brain wave 
classification - Marshmallow Experiment -  neurotransmitters 
- theory of relativity - Measure frequency from wavelengths - 
The color that doesn't exist - "Like attracts like" - Frequency 
of Thought - LOA in depth - The MBS Spectrum Explained...

And more plus how it use it all ALL to benefit and grow your 
real estate bidness...
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Your thoughts are alive, 
use them carefully.

- Azam Meo
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Go to BigReia.com for 
more Badassery.


